Electromagnetic frequency (EMF) pollution is a
subject of growing concern for individuals and
healthcare professionals worldwide – with our
children, the elderly, pets and the chronically ill as
the most susceptible groups. EMF weakens the life
force of the body’s energetic fields and undermines
the immune system allowing diseases to flourish.

MAKING A SACRED SPACE IN
YOUR EVERYDAY PLACE!

The Zervana range is designed to specifically
transform the harmful waves in the EMF field into
beneficial ones. Using holographic designs based on
ancient wisdom, Zervana counteracts the negative
energies from power-lines, personal devices, smart
meters, Wi-Fi and 5G.
Using Zervana Holograms could not be easier and
requires no maintenance. Simply transform the
quality of your environment with Zervana holograms,
and keep the benefits of modern day life!

RESHAPE THE REALM OF
CONSCIOUS WELLNESS
Modern geometric tools & technology to
enhance the quality of your environment &
bio-field for everyday harmony.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
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ZERVANA HARMONY HOME
Package includes:
2 rooms (8 2-inch gold holograms each),
1 smart meter (1 2-inch gold holograms)

A brand new solution creating tranquil spaces
in the home, office and therapy rooms. Zervana’s
clever science based on ancient geometric wisdom, transforms
the negative pollution of EMF into beneficial spaces. As tension
is released, a renewed quality of life experience ensues.
HOW ZERVANA TRANSMUTES EMF

Electromagnetic waves transport energy through empty space,
stored in the propagating electric and magnetic fields. Like Noise
Cancellation Headphones, the Zervana system creates a counter
wave to the vertical detrimental wave form. Zervana intercepts
the toxic elements of ambient EMF that emanate from mobile
devices, laptop computers and cell phone towers, producing
coherent polarized field spaces, that neutralize the detrimental
elements of ambient EMF.
Zervana transmutes EMF pollution, depression, headaches and
eye strain. Even night time grinding and restless sleep syndrome
are positively affected by the application of Zervana in the home
and office.

TRANSMUTES
EMF Pollution
Depression
Headache
Eye Strain
Night Time Teeth Grinding
Restless Sleep Syndrome
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

ENHANCES
Tranquil Spaces
Protective Fields
Mental Clarity
Immune System
Deeper Sleep
Meditation
Balanced Brainwaves

ZERVANA MINI MOBILE
Package includes:
One 2 inch and two 1 inch holograms for use with Apple, Motorola
and Samsung mobile cell phones
ZERVANA MOBILE-OFFICE
Package includes:
1 laptop (9 1-inch gold holograms), 1 cell phone (2 1-inch gold
holograms & 1 2-inch gold holograms), 1 car (8 1-inch gold
holograms)
ZERVANA MY MEDIA
Package includes:
2 TVs (5 1-inch gold holograms each), 1 wifi (5 1-inch gold
holograms), 1 tablet (5 1-inch gold holograms)
ZERVANA MY OFFICE
Package includes:
1 monitor (5 1-inch gold holograms), 1 computer (5 1-inch gold
holograms), 1 cubicle space (8 2-inch gold holograms)
ZERVANA SACRED SPACE
Package includes:
1 room (8 2-inch gold holograms),
1 bed frame (4 1-inch gold holograms)
VARUNA
Package includes:
4 large 2 inch Varuna holograms
4 small 1 inch Varuna holograms
Each set comes complete with a descriptive drawing
demonstrating how and where to place the holograms.

VARUNA
YOUR WATER CLEANSER
Finally a long lasting home-based solution to promote your
body’s natural restorative abilities against calcification,
pathogens and stress related conditions with deep cellular
hydration.
HOW?
Based on ancient wisdom - from intent to sacred geometry
- to modern day science, Zervana’s engineers have put
together a product to generate a beneficial waveform
which is gently received by your body’s energetic biofield.
The result is joyful, life enhancing sparkling and stress free
flowing water. Even your pets will notice the difference!
Seven powerful packages to help create a sacred space,
dissolve tension and enhance a peaceful state of being.

